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Name: Jordan Trent

Age: 22

Nationality: South African

Gender: Male

Currently
living in
Thailand:

No

Available to
start as
soon as
posible:

Yes

Write or
paste self-
intro or
cover letter
or resume
here.:

I am an enthusiastic individual with a passion for people. I rise to the challenge and have succeeded well
under pressure, due to my experience as a professional lifeguard and athlete.  

I have tremendous respect for the learning process and welcome any constructive criticism where it is
required to better myself. I’ve had to deal with extremely strenuous - life or death - situations during my
lifesaving career and I feel this has improved my patience and in keeping my cool where others would
normally not. Graduating from a degree in psychology recently, I have learned and applied plenty of
philosophical and psychological teachings in my life - enhancing my people skills and understanding of
empathy in others. This is evident in how I handle the people around me and in my outgoing nature.  

I am from South Africa and thus am used to meeting and working with people that come from cultures vastly
different from that of my own. I have tutored grade 9 individuals, from a variety of backgrounds throughout
the duration of this lockdown, during the COVID-19 pandemic. I also taught briefly on the online platform
‘AmazingTalker’, until I made the impromptu decision to lifeguard in Saudi Arabia for 2 months. I am currently
residing in Saudi, and although the culture shock I have adapted and have flourished in the circumstances.  

I am excited for the whole experience as I agree with the TEFL learning process, where interactive classes
that are fun but disciplined, are key. I will always try my best to reach the needs of my students and try to find
the possible ways that will aid in their learning experience as everybody learns differently. I think I will be an
asset to any company that employs me and I hope you find me to be in your favour.  

Thank you for your consideration.
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